
Physical resources 
 

Forensic geochemistry to foil resale of conflict diamonds (May 2002) 

The longest and most devastating wars in history have centred rather more on economic 
interests than nationalism or chivalrous defence of principles, and in some case a specific 
commodity created an issue that annexation served to resolve.  For instance, the 1914-18 
war was not unconnected with the vast iron ore reserves of Alsace-Lorraine.  Similarly, the 
Nigerian civil war of the late 1960s was bound up with the oil reserves of the Niger delta, 
and that of Congo centred on base-metal resources of the Copper Belt, particularly the fact 
that vast strategic reserves of cobalt occur in its Congolese sector.  The running sores of 
present conflicts in Africa - Angola, Congo, Sierra Leone, Liberia - are about and financed by 
gems that adorn the rich, the self-regarding and the lazy.  These diamond wars are a direct 
concern of geologists, for who else finds the elusive kimberlites and traces the natural 
dispersion of the diamonds that they contain? 

More than 30 years on from the start of gem-related carnage in Africa, in which dealers and 
giant mining corporations have been implicated up to their collective eyebrows, local people 
have been drawn into “illicit” diamond mining when their livelihoods have been destroyed 
by perpetual danger and insecurity.  Preyed on by many so-called “rebel” groups, even kids 
as young as 8 or 9 have been armed and set upon one another and the inhabitants of 
regions blighted by the presence of what is no more than an allotrope of carbon.  Eugenie 
Samuel writes on a possible means of defining the source of diamonds “fenced” by the gem 
trade from on-going conflict zones (Samuel, E. 2002.  Diamond wars.  New Scientist, 25 May 
2002, p. 6-7).  It seems that ultra-thin coatings on rough diamonds carry a geochemical 
signature from the chemically diverse kimberlites and other unusual mafic rocks that carry 
them from the mantle.  Given research on rough stones from every kimberlite province it 
should be possible for this forensic approach to help stamp out what is effectively the 
world’s largest trade in blood.   

The problems are many.  For a start, trade in “conflict diamonds” is now illegal, so it is 
unlikely that rough stones used to calibrate the technique would be given a bona fide 
provenance by dealers. It would be a courageous geochemist who went sampling in interior 
Congo, Angola, Liberia or Sierra Leone.  The method clearly requires funds, yet the obvious 
source, diamond mining and trading companies, are engaged in their own tagging schemes 
that use using ion beams to bar-code their products on a minute scale.  In fact this tagging 
method was developed under great secrecy to distinguish from the “real” thing perfect 
artificial diamond gems synthesized by Russian geochemists.  Finding diamonds requires 
considerable exploration, which involves systematic sampling of sediments along streams 
that drain likely kimberlite-bearing ground.  Although high-quality rough found by geologists 
would be sold, there must be small diamonds archived from such sampling by mining 
companies and geological surveys.  They could be supplied to forensic geochemists to 
calibrate the method.  In Sierra Leone, for instance, the diamond fields were located in the 
early 1950s by geologists of the then Overseas Geological Survey - part of what became the 
modern British Geological Survey.  Belgian and Portuguese equivalents may well have 
archival material from Congo and Angola. 

 



Exploration licence lepton by physicists (July 2002) 

The search for hitherto undiscovered and totally hidden hydrocarbon reserves has attracted 
a bizarre range of patented techniques over the years.  They range from using thermal 
images of the sea surface to pinpoint stationary cold spots that may mark deep water 
upwellings driven by rising natural gas bubbles, through helicopter borne hydrocarbon 
sniffers to fine-resolution aeromagnetic surveys to detect anomalies due to magnetite 
formed by bacteria that metabolise oil and reduce hematite to magnetite.  Most have a 
rational scientific basis, but there are a few that defy reason.  Most explorationists have 
been button-holed by dowsers, but the latest venture seems to have convinced Her 
Majesty’s Government, to the extent that the Department of Trade and Industry has 
granted three licences to explore parts of rural England, generally known for their fox-
hunting aficionados. 

 A company, Technology Investment and Exploration Limited of Guernsey, has invented a 
device that they call a “microlepton generator”, supposedly based on the Nobel-winning 
work of Martin Perl of Stanford University, who discovered the subatomic tau lepton in the 
early 1990s.  They claim that their beam of microleptons highlights areas underlain by 
hydrocarbon deposits, when used to illuminate satellite images.  They contend that oil 
generates vast amounts of microleptons that produce subtle effects on such images, but 
they can only be detected by microlepton beams.  TIEL intends to deploy a hand-held 
microlepton detector from an aircraft overflying areas that they claim have given “tell-tale” 
signatures using their instrument.  In this respect, they are one up on particle physicists, 
who have so-far failed to detect microleptons under laboratory conditions.  The smallest 
known lepton is the electron that is 1000 times more massive than the microleptons 
claimed by TIEL at the base of their leading-edge technology.  Despite that, it is hardly likely 
to have escaped discovery by the best-financed branch of science. 

Robin Marshall, a particle physicist at Manchester University, discovered that microlepton 
technology is based on a paper published by a Russian physicist called Anatoly Okhatrin in 
the journal Doklady in 1989. "He was clearly either mad, drunk or deluded," says Marshall. 
"He spun a cone of lead weighing several kilograms in front of a pin-hole camera and 
claimed to have photographed a 'glow' surrounding the cone that was due to microleptons."   
Enough said?  No.  One of TIELs targets is in Charnwood Forest in Leicestershire, well-known 
to geologists for not being above an oil-prone basin.  Indeed the area is underlain by 
Neoproterozoic volcanic rocks that bolster the Midland craton of central England, which 
thwarted extensional basin formation from the Silurian to modern times.  Still, an onshore 
exploration licence is a handy item for a company’s CV. See Durrani, M. 2002. Oil company’s 
‘microlepton’ technology dismissed. Physics World. 

TIEL is not the only outfit making these claims.  Another, Alkor International, seems to have 
a Russian link, and its website (http://www.alkorinternational.com/) gives details of the 
method it uses; “special” photographic processes, computers and software, and is also 
claimed to locate water resources and gold deposits! 

 

Microgravity and diamonds (September 2002) 

Prospecting for diamonds relies either on lucky finds in sediments or locating a kimberlite 
pipe that brought diamonds from depths greater than 100 km in the mantle where they 

https://physicsworld.com/a/oil-companys-microlepton-technology-dismissed/
https://physicsworld.com/a/oil-companys-microlepton-technology-dismissed/


form.  Such has been the centuries-old frenzy for diamonds that most deposits of the trip-
over kind have been found.  One of the last major diamond fields turned up in Arctic 
Canada, after prospectors panned their way upstream of glacier flow that had dropped the 
odd diamond in tills of the Canadian Shield.  It is simply too costly to keep repeating this 
painstaking exercise to satisfy the enduring demand for diamonds of all qualities.  New 
sources probably exist in the huge, unexplored regions of Canada, Australia, Africa and 
north Asia. Yet kimberlites, often having broken down to clays and forming little by way of 
topographic features, are not easy to find.  Great efforts have been made to harness 
conventional remote sensing that uses reflected and emitted electromagnetic radiation, but 
with little success.  Aside from the innocuous nature of kimberlites, most prime ground is 
either flat, vegetated steppe in areas once affected by glacial conditions, the featureless 
soil-covered tracts of interior Australia or tropical rain forest, where remote sensing simply 
does not work well enough. 

Kimberlite pipes have roughly circular traces at the surface and the rock has a different 
density from common rocks of the upper crust, so one means of locating them is by looking 
for circular patterns on gravity maps.  But they are small relative to the resolution of 
regional gravity maps, which are generally constructed by careful measurement of 
gravitational field potential at points on the surface.  It is not that gravimeters are incapable 
of detecting differences due to rocks with anomalous density, but that sample spacing is too 
coarse (>1km) because of the high cost of field surveys.  Maps of the Earth’s magnetic field 
and emissions of gamma-rays by radioactive isotopes are routinely created at suitable 
resolution by aerial surveys, but kimberlites show only subtle features on them.  Airborne 
gravity surveys have been a grail for explorationists for many physical resources, but 
insufficient economic interest has blunted the search for a way of overcoming the effects of 
turbulent accelerations during flight, which spoil measurements of the actual gravity force 
field.  Mining company Broken Hill Proprietary-Billiton’s venture into diamonds, after their 
acquisition of the Ekati deposit in northern Canada, has encouraged them to seek a cunning 
approach to the problem.  Whereas measuring gravitational potential from the air is a tough 
nut to crack, the US navy had developed an instrument to measure changes in the gradient 
of the gravitational field that can overcome varying accelerations, to help nuclear 
submarines navigate without recourse to giveaway sonar “pings”.  BHP-Billiton is into this 
technology in a big way, now that it has been declassified.  While gravity gradiometry offers 
one way of revolutionizing the precision of gravity surveys, other methods are possible, and 
it is rumoured that geophysicists who try to measure even tinier shifts in the gravitational 
field to monitor the rise and fall of magma in volcanoes are onto a cheaper and less 
convoluted method. 

Source:  Nowack, R. 2002.  Pulling power.  New Scientist, 21 September 2002, p. 42-45. 
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